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Tom also recalled the time his mother had thought she might lose her jobA boy named Jeff,
protagonist to one of the stories, was eatenAs for school, his teachers treated him fairly; he did what
he was supposed to do and received passable gradesChildren become cats and birds and get to
experience what it would be like to be something elseYou ever do anything exciting in your life? Tom
asked Charley when he got homeI recommend this book to readers that struggle a little like meLike
youTom sighedThen there was the time he was taken to a baseball game, but no one even got a hit
until the bottom of the ninth inning

Most of these stories kind of had a moral to them, which makes the dark endings easier to takeKind
of reminded me of Sleeping Beauty with a Beauty and the Beast twist.Curious shows us to be just
enough curious.The Shoemaker and Old Scratch teaches us to honor our bargains.Simon, ah Simon,
he is the only one with a somewhat happy endingAvi hits everything from the modern day to the
fairy tale to the historical, and each story is wonderfully different from the restI liked how simple it
was to read and how quickly I got through itBut, he complained, nothing exciting haseverhappened
to meShe showed the baby to the whole kingdom and everyone was in shock for a minute then they
saw it too the most beautiful babyAvailable for purchase at these online retailers Mysterious, in a
strange way

Some would say you had it betterI just had some issues with how obvious the stories wereOct 24,
2011 04josiek rated it did not like it In this book there are five different short stories to itThese
strange tales are surprisingly well-written, and are what writers like R.LWas that exciting? It was just
a small mouseThe two central themes are of transformation and are careful what you wish for, you
just meant get itThe book is not long at all and is very easy to readSleeping all day with no one
objecting sounds cool to me.Oct 08, 2009 Addison rated it it was amazing theres like three stories in
it and it is so cool my favorite story is theres this devil and a cat and it is an awsome book flag 3
likesLike see review View 1 comment 5d8a9798ff 
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